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About This Game

In this classic adventure, you will take on the role of young Scotland Yard Detective Brent Halligan, assigned to solve the puzzle
surrounding a mysterious order of Druids and a series of gruesome murders. It appears that the neo-Druids are conducting ritual

killings in order to conjure up incredibly sinister forces.

In the course of their investigations, the engaging anti-hero and his ally, a young scientist, delve into almost forgotten secrets of
the past. Aided by an expert on Druids, they will travel back in time. Only in the past they will be able to find the key in order to

save the world, but will they succeed?

…end the ritual, before it begins…

Key Features

More than 50 impressive locations of the past and present

More than 360 interactive scenes

3D characters (up to 1000 polygons)

More than 20 speaking characters

5 hours of voice-overs
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Lip-sync dialogues created through phonetic speech analysis

Non-linear dialogues

Extensive real-time soundtrack

Soundtrack and FX created with Dolby Surround
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Title: The Mystery of the Druids
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
House of Tales
Publisher:
HandyGames
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2001

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 95/98/2000/ME/XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 200 MHz

Memory: 32 MB RAM

Graphics: 2 MB VGA Video (with or without 3D)

DirectX: Version 8.2

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: 16-bit sound card

English,German,Russian,French
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Start the game.
Get into the house.
See the first death by step on blood on floor.
See Viola death animation.
Thinking back to the original one, about graphic and death animation.
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.
*Shout out loud* HOLY MOLLY SHEET!!!. A Belorussian WWII game with no Soviet campaign while you can play Nazi
campaign against Soviet, what the hell?!. I used to regret having bought this since it was little better than shadowplay. Now it is
much better. It has minor advantages like changing source volumes so your mic is easily louder than your game and more
complex advantages like specific bitrate, GOP size, and keyframe interval. The ability to fine tune your pre-record buffer is also
nice as well as the various overlay options.

Originally, I got it as shadowplay couldn't handle certain older games but now I prefer to use it.. Its fun :D

I like the retro \/ old style.. Warning: Do not get this game... If you have things to do.
It will eat up your spare time, and you won't know where it went.

If you, like me, find building and programming robots fun, this game is excellent. You are given parts, logic circuits and a
budget and with that you need to build a robot for a specific task.

Graphics are good, and the simulation of the bot is amazing (to my experience so far).

I can not reccomend this game enough. :). Stay away! Don't buy this game because you need to log in to a stupid YU play
account. It kills your router and you can't reconnect to the internet until you restart all your hardware. If you can take that buy a
joystick, impossible to play without on realistic and simulator difficulty settings. Oh and multiplayer is totaly dead.. Love Love
love! Being on a timer makes this game challenging. It's like FV2 Country Escapes on crack!. Got this as a pre-order bonus, so
no money wasted there. You might wanna grab it -66% or something as it doesn't really add much.
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RUBBISH！！！！！！！！！CS1.6Better than this. Really nice game. For those who love to listen to musik and get brain♥♥♥♥ed
by light effects, this is ur game!
Keep on going nice game!. Promising multiplayer arena shooter. Often having trouble finding enough players though. This game
is still in early access, but could turn out to be great. Its already a fun game although i personally prefer Battledome at least for
now.. Inspired by the art style from Psychonauts, but it plays very different. It's basically a adventure / puzzle / platform game
hybrid,

At about 8 hours gameplay a lot of work has clerly gone into this and it's fun.

The puzzles sometimes tend towards "moon logic", especially in the later levels, but there's an in-built hints system, so if you get
stuck you never have to reach for a walkthrough.

Enjoyed my time with it, but there's not much replayability after beating it.. Habitat (Early Access) First Impressions: 
http://youtu.be/Ed5oqe0GHEs

Hello once again I'm cosmic and today we are going to be taking a look at early access space strategy game Habitat. The game is
being developed by 4gency who were formed in 2011 and the game itself was successfully kickstarted to the tune of $64,000 as
of May 2nd 2014. The game is still currently in Alpha and as such things are subject to change.

Habitat places you in the role of ensuring humanities survival in orbit of the now inhospitable planet earth. By leading a team of
engineers you are able to build space stations from an array of space debris and salvage. You'll have to manage your resources
throughout the game making sure you have enough fuel to move and more. That being said currently in alpha resource
management is very easy and means little once you've built up a big enough habitat as you'll be gaining more resource than you'll
be able to spend.

Building your space stations is simple and straight forward. Each piece of debris has connector points that can be connected to
adjacent buildings. There is an array of debris to use to build up your habitat including some comedic pieces including the Eiffel
tower, burger restaurants and lady liberties head which has been transformed into a laser cannon. There’s no right or wrong way
to build your habitats, you have the freedom to create all shapes and sizes. However movement is somewhat difficult as you'll be
using an assortment of rockets and boosters which in turn with the size of your habitat could make fast manoeuvres impossible.
Its often best to outfit your habitat with an array of weaponry facing all sides to make sure the enemies don't catch you in a blind
spot.

Exploration in habitat is currently not the easiest task to take on. The way the physics in the game work coupled with having to
activate your motley assortment of rockets and boosters individually means that movement is quite slow and clunky. Precision
flying is very difficult and often you have to come to a complete stop much of the time to face the direction you want to go. As
you explore you'll encounter more objects to add to your ships as well as enemies to fight, some will be other space stations and
others will be a insidious cloud of nanites bent on tracking you down.

In terms of combat thus far in alpha there's an hilarious assortment of weapons to choose from. Everything from full battle tanks
to dubstep spewing speakers are available and all have specific purposes. Combat can at times just be a complete mess
especially with manoeuvring being the way it is. Its often best to build smaller attack vessels that are easier to move around and
often faster so that your not just a hulking mass ready to be destroyed. With the most recent alpha update you can also send your
engineers over to sabotage enemy ships though they are sitting targets that cannot take many hits.

What’s good about Habitat thus far is that’s its fun, despite its current issues there is a good degree of fun building up your
wacky ships out of statue heads and school buses. Habitat does hold a certain amount of potential however whether it manages
to reach that potential remains to be seen. There’s still a good amount of content yet to come into habitat including a campaign
mode something which I certainly would like to see. There are a couple of things the game certainly requires at this point
including more objects to build your ships with, better rockets and boosters to improve travel and ultimately I would like to see
the resource management part expanded.

The idea that people are living on your habitat should come more into focus. Population issues, food issues and more would be a
really good thing to come into play. An example of this would be that when the population reaches its max, you need to find
more debris that people can live in or when food is low you need to find debris that produces a food resource. Management
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aspects like this would go a long way to making the experience better overall and provide a better space simulator feel.. A very
funny and enjoyable Point & Click that's definitely worth playing for anyone who enjoys the genre.

Pros:
- Very funny
- Good voice acting
- Good background music
- The songs at the start of each chapter are great
- Interesting story

Cons:
- No in-game hints system
- There were multiple spots where I never would have figured out how to proceed without a walkthrough. Thankfully using a
walkthrough doesn't completely ruin the experience, but as always I recommend using one only when you get stuck.
- Droggeljug

Verdict: 9\/10. YOU GOTTA GO IN THE SPACE HOLE
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